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Several satisfactory integral formulations of the nonrelativi~tic 

. ~cattering of three particles have· been propos.ed recently. l-3 The simpl-est 

one has been given by Faddee~; who writes the off-the-energy-sh~l. 
I 

scattering amplitude T as a sum 

T( z) = T1(z) + T
2

( z) .+ T
3
( z) J . .( 1) 

'· 

where z is the total energy (eventually complex) • 

. must satisfy .a set of coupled integral equations:. 

T1(z) ~(z) 0 t 1 (z) t 1 ( z) . T1(z) 

T
2

( z) = t 2(z) t 2(z) 0 t 2(z) a0~. z} ~ T
2

( z) 
'· \ I . 

T.~} z) L t3(z~ t
3
( z) · · t

3
( z) 0 . ~3(z? 

(2) 

or 

T = t ( 3) . ~. 

Here t 1(z), for instanc~, is the off-the-energy-shell scattering amplitude 

.. 
,,· .. 

.of particles 2. and 3 and G0(z) is the three-particle free Green's. function •. .\. 
. . . . . ~- . 

The;:;e equations can also be used in relativistic.situations where thr~e-

··particle unitar.ity is important and ·crossing is n?glected. 4'~ In any case 

a systematic attempt at solving these equations under vari~us.assumptions· 

·-;-:---:--------• ..,-""--·-·· -- ---·--. --.. ·--c-----'~~ ---·---.,.--.-.,.-----?,or-;'. ~ ~. ~ ·, . .: . '·: 
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for the two-:body ·scattering anipli tudes wi~l. considerably increas~ ou~ 

understanding of the three~body pr6blem. 

t. •' 'A ~ractical limi tatio~ tc) that program is due to the large number 

· ' · ··of variables . which, even -after sepa~ation of angular momentum and pari t~ 
. ·.. . . . . .... · .. :. . . 6 

.. -m8.kes ·1~ diff+cult to get_- any accuracy in the .resolvent of Eq. ( 2). 

·-However, when computing bound states and resonances, .it. is on~y 

· n~c~ssa~ -t~ find· a value of . z for which -KG0 has an ·eigenvalue ~ni ty .7 

The eigenvalues of. KG0 . , "r . 
can.be found by. intr~ducing the functional 

1l = ( 4) 

The variational principle ·811 
. I 

-1 · ·1 = 0 leads G0 w and ¢ to be respectively 
\ 8 

the-right and·.:l:-eft eigesvectors of· KG0 associated with the eigenvalue 11 

Owing to t~e ~on-Hermiticity of K, there are two important-practical 

:dtfficulties in this variational approach: 

':( i) 
. I. 

The right. and left eigenfunctions are different • 

. (ii) SC¥me eigenvalues are complex, even when z is chosen in the bound• 

. state region and they happen sometimes to have larger absolute values .than 

the .. real eigen~alues. 5 . These two effects would make the v~iational approach 

useless in its· simple. form, so that it is important to eliminate the spurious 

ei~Emvalues by reducing the arbi-tra:riness of the trial functio~s. 

Wheri . z is in the bound-state region, the·li:a"miticity·of. ti(z). · 

gi,ves a rehtion between ¢( z) . and·. v( z) ·, valid when 1l . is real: 

.· .,,. 

= ¢2( z~ + ¢3( z)' ¢l(z),:· 

... 

.. . ' 

-.......:..~-------------- .. :--· -~--:--~-.,._..,..-~,__,._ ·~·. '":"", "'""'· ....... ...,... .. 
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The factorizability of the residues of the resolvent of Eq. (3),. 

combined with Eq. (1) shows that an eigenvalue n contributes to T a 

term 

When n .. is real, the Hermiticity of T entails that the bra and ket 

vectors 1in Eq. (5) are proportional, i.e., taking Eq. (5) into account, 

on,e must have ·. ... 

(7) 

where A ~s a real number and ~ • ~l + ~2 + ~3 = ~l + ~2 + ~3 &s the 

bound~state vave function. \, 
l 
• ' ' 

.Equation (7), which is a consequence of Eq. (2), is·an integral 

'relation (and in fact is satisfied with ~ = n/2). However, when any one 
' .. 

of the. amplitudes· ti{z) is approximated by 

• 
. · Eq~ (7) expresses ¢i explicitly in terms of the two other ~·s. The 

approximation in Eq. {~) is justified when ti is dominated by 

(8) •... 

. I 

bound states, resonances, and virtual states, i.e., it is in fact farily 

general. 

En resume,·we·propose to compute three-body bound states by the 

yariational principle of Eq. (4), the trial functions being restricted 

by the condi tiona of Eqs. ( 5) and ( 7) ( i; e, ,·· A real but otherwise · ' 
. a· 

~bitrary under the restriction of Eq. (8) for one of the two-body amplitude. · 

.. ,.t' • 
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The extension of these results from bound states to resonances 

goes ·along vell-knovn lines. 9 Note, however, that the subsidiary. 

condition (T) is correct only at the location of the resonance • 

.. 

.. 

,., 
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8. Note that other subsidiary conditions could be used, For instance, one 

coUld choose to use the first of Eqs. ·(2). In completely symmetric·' .. , .. 
' 0 . 

problems like the w system, conditiQn (8) cannot be used, However,· · .. 

· ·an explicit form ot the trial functions satisfying· !p( t*) • tP~ ( z). 

'will also suppress the complex eigenvalues • 
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9, ·. Such a variational formulation for a non-Hermitian kernel vas found to 

be very accurate in the tvo-body'case br Jon Wright and Michael Scadron. 

A Variational Method for Finding Eigenvalues of the Lippmann-Schwinger 

Equation and the Corresponding.Regge Trajectories. Lawrence Radiation 
' 

Laboratory Report UCRL-ll397 1 ·(April l964) 1 Nuovo Cimento (to be 

published). 
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